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Abstract: Since Sony launched the commercial lithium-ion cell in 1991, the composition of the liquid
electrolytes has changed only slightly. The electrolyte consists of highly flammable solvents and
thus poses a safety risk. Solid-state ion conductors, classified as non-combustible and safe, are
being researched worldwide. However, they still have a long way to go before being available for
commercial cells. As an alternative, this study presents glyceryl tributyrate (GTB) as a flame retardant
and eco-friendly solvent for liquid electrolytes for lithium-ion cells. The remarkably high flashpoint
(TFP = 174 ◦C) and the boiling point (TBP = 287 ◦C) of GTB are approximately 150 K higher than
that of conventional linear carbonate components, such as ethyl methyl carbonate (EMC) or diethyl
carbonate (DEC). The melting point (TMP = −75 ◦C) is more than 100 K lower than that of ethylene
carbonate (EC). A life cycle test of graphite/NCM with 1 M LiTFSI dissolved in GTB:EC (85:15 wt)
achieved a Coulombic efficiency of above 99.6% and the remaining capacity resulted in 97% after
50 cycles (C/4) of testing. The flashpoint of the created electrolyte is TFP = 172 ◦C and, therefore,
more than 130 K higher than that of state-of-the-art liquid electrolytes. Furthermore, no thermal
runaway was observed during thermal abuse tests. Compared to the reference electrolyte LP40,
the conductivity of the GTB-based is reduced, but the electrochemical stability is highly improved.
GTB-based electrolytes are considered an interesting alternative for improving the thermal stability
and safety of lithium-ion cells, especially in low power-density applications.

Keywords: improved thermal stability of electrolytes; eco-friendly electrolyte for lithium-ion batteries;
enhanced electrolyte safety based on high flashpoint; glyceryl tributyrate; tributyrin

1. Introduction

The market for portable devices containing lithium-ion batteries is growing steadily.
However, there is still a great need for research and development in the field of lithium-ion
batteries to improve performance and safety. Thermal safety is essential in the development
of lithium-ion batteries. In the worst case, a cell malfunction can lead to a thermal runaway.
Improving the thermal safety of lithium-ion batteries can be achieved in several ways. One
option is to develop enhanced temperature determination, which records the core tempera-
ture of each cell to detect a thermal runaway at an early stage [1–4]. Other options include
phase change materials for passive cooling of the cells [5] or making the cell’s chemistry
safer [6,7]. In this study, we address the advancement of cell chemistry. The electrolyte is
considered a critical component concerning thermal safety. Since Sony’s realization of the
lithium-ion cell in 1991, the electrolyte composition in most commercial cells has changed
only slightly. It still consists mainly of carbonate-based solvents [8–10]. Furthermore, it
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consists of lithium-conducting salts and various additives [11,12]. The usage of conven-
tional solvents for electrolytes with low boiling points and flashpoints (TFP) such as ethyl
methyl carbonate (EMC, TFP ≈ 22 ◦C [13]), dimethyl carbonate (DMC, TFP < 20 ◦C [14]),
or diethyl carbonate (DEC, TFP ≈ 25 ◦C [15]) pose an increased risk of inflammation of
lithium-ion cells [16–18]. Due to the low boiling point, which produces high-pressure
gradients at moderate temperatures (<100 ◦C), there is a risk of cell explosion at high tem-
peratures. In addition, the chemical products of the burned fluorine-containing electrolytes
pose a particular health risk because they are highly toxic [19–22].

There are several approaches to improving thermal safety, but they usually come
with other disadvantages. Many studies are devoted to the research of solid electrolytes.
However, these bring significant challenges. For some solid electrolytes, conductivity is
up to several orders of magnitude lower than for liquid electrolytes [23,24]. Even if new
materials have grain conductivities in the range of their liquid counterparts, they still face
interfacial challenges between the various components. In contrast to liquid electrolytes,
it is difficult to cover the electrode particles with solid particles without gaps completely.
Therefore, further improving existing liquid electrolyte systems is of great interest.

Swiderska et al. present an overview of 33 solvents and electrolytes used in lithium-
ion cells. They focus on possible correlations between flashpoint (FP), self-extinguishing
time, flame propagation time (FPT), flame propagation velocity (FPV), and differential
scanning calorimetry. A correlation could be found only between FP vs. FPT and FP vs.
FPV. Therefore, increasing the flashpoint is an opportunity to improve thermal safety [25].
Using ionic liquids can increase the flashpoint of liquid electrolytes, but these ionic liquids
come at a high cost [26–29]. Flame retardant additives such as organic phosphates [30] or
phosphonates [31] increase thermal safety but reduce cell performance. [32].

In this study, we focus on the investigation of co-solvents with higher flashpoints.
Investigations on co-solvents were done before by several groups. Isken et al. showed
that co-solvents could increase the flashpoint significantly from TFP,EC:DEC ≈ 36 ◦C of
the EC:DEC (3:7 wt) mixture to TFP,EC:ADN ≈ 149 ◦C of the EC:ADN (1:1 wt) mixture.
They showed that electrolytes with higher flashpoints could be formulated by substituting
volatile carbonates. However, co-solvents are often accompanied by other disadvantages.
The melting point (MP) of ADN TMP,ADN ≈ 2 ◦C is too high for low-temperature applica-
tions. There are other solvents with lower working temperature applicability (T < 0 ◦C),
such as sulfones [33,34]. Unfortunately, most of these solvents are ecologically harmful.
Further co-solvents such as tributyl acetylcitrate (TBAC, TFP ≈ 217 ◦C [35]) are not harmful
to the environment, and the MP is TMP,TBAC ≈ −80 ◦C [36]. However, the conductivity of
TBAC-based electrolytes is worse than that of conventional solvents and requires DEC to
build a functional cell.

This study presents glyceryl tributyrate as an environmentally friendly high flashpoint
electrolyte solvent for lithium-ion cells. Glyceryl tributyrate (GTB) shows similar properties
to TBAC. It is environmentally friendly, and the melting point is TMP,ADN ≈ −75 ◦C. The
flashpoint of GTB is TFP ≈ 174 ◦C, and the boiling point is TBP ≈ 287 ◦C [37]. In addition,
GTB is non-toxic and is known as a nutritional supplement in animal husbandry [38].
Furthermore, the usage of DEC is not required. In combination with conventional solvents
such as EC, it is possible to improve the flashpoint of the electrolyte and, thus, the safety of
lithium-ion cells.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

Glyceryl tributyrate (GTB, purity > 99%, Sigma Aldrich, Darmstadt, Germany), was
dried over a molecular sieve (mesh size ≈ 0.3 nm) in a glovebox exposed to an argon
atmosphere overnight (moisture content of less than 0.5 ppm). The chemical structure
of GTB is shown in Figure 1 [37]. Ethylene carbonate (EC, purity 99%), ethyl methyl
carbonate (EMC, purity > 99.9%) both from Sigma Aldrich, Germany, diethyl carbon-
ate (DEC, purity > 99.9%, Carl Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany), dimethyl carbonate (DMC),
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fluoroethylene carbonate (FEC) both from BASF, Ludwigshafen, Germany, and lithium-
bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (LiTFSI, purity > 99%, from IOLITEC GmbH, Heil-
bronn, Germany) were opened in the glovebox and were used as received. Graphite
electrodes (3 mAh/cm2, provided by Varta AG, Ellwangen, Germany), and lithium nickel
manganese cobalt oxide electrodes (NCM 622, 1.3 mAh/cm2, provided by Münster Electro-
chemical Energy Technology, Münster, Germany) were punched into 18 mm coins and dried
in a vacuum oven (B-585 from Buechi Labortechnik AG, Flawil, Switzerland, p < 50 mbar,
T = 120 ◦C). The separator Freudenberg 2190 (from Freudenberg, Weinheim, Germany)
(thickness = 200µm) was punched into coins, 21 mm in diameter and dried in a vacuum
oven (p < 50 mbar, T = 120 ◦C). For reference measurements, the electrolyte Selectilyte
LP40 (composition 1 M LiPF6 in EC:DEC 1:1 from BASF, Ludwigshafen, Germany) was
used.

Figure 1. Chemical structure of glyceryl tributyrate [37].

2.2. Electrolyte Preparation

The electrolytes were prepared in an argon-filled glovebox (H2 and O2 content lower
than 0.5 ppm). GTB was combined with EC at a ratio of 85% GTB to 15% EC (in wt) and
LiTFSI with a salt concentration of 1 M. The mixture was also combined with FEC, EMC,
DMC, and DEC for further investigations.

2.3. Cell Preparation

For characterization, the cells were built as coin cells in PAT-Cell or ECC-Ref cells
from EL Cell Germany (Hamburg, Germany). For cycle life and C-rate tests, the cells were
constructed with NCM as the working electrode and graphite as the counter electrode. The
polypropylene separator (Freudenberg FS2190) was wetted on both sides with a total of
V = 120 µL of the selected electrolyte before inserting the electrodes.

2.4. Flashpoint Measurement

The FP measurements of the new electrolyte mixtures were carried out with the
flashpoint tester NPV Tech (from NORMALAB, Valliquerville, France) according to the
norm ISO 3679: Determination of flash point Rapid equilibrium closed cup method. First,
the container of the test fixture was partially filled with the liquid electrolyte and sealed.
The container was then heated step by step until enough flammable gases were produced
to be ignited by a glowing wire, and the ignition spread over the entire surface of the test
specimen. This method was used to determine the temperature range of the flashpoint. For
accurate determination, the electrolyte was filled into the test container and was heated
to a temperature slightly lower than the previously determined flashpoint. Once the
temperature stabilized, the measurement was conducted using the glowing wire. If the
electrolyte did not ignite, the apparatus was cooled down, a fresh electrolyte was filled into
the container, and the temperature was set to 0.5 K above the previous test temperature.
This procedure was repeated until ignition occurred.

2.5. Conductivity Measurements

The conductivity of the electrolyte was determined using the sealed glass conduc-
tivity cell Platinized HTCC Conductivity Cell (from BioLogic, Knoxville, TN, USA) with
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platinized electrodes and the LCR meter IM3533-01 from Hioki, Japan. The frequency was
f = 1 kHz. For temperature stabilization, the glass conductivity cell was immersed in the
Proline RP 845 C cryostat from Lauda, Germany.

2.6. Cell Tests

Life cycle tests were evaluated by cyclic testing with constant charge and discharge
current using the CTS battery tester (from BaSyTec, Asselfingen, Germany). To stabilize the
ambient temperature, all cell tests were performed in an IPP 100 thermal chamber from
Memmert, Germany, at a constant temperature of T = 25 ± 0.1 ◦C. First, three formation
cycles were performed at I = C/10 in a potential range from U = 2.5 V to U = 4.2 V, then
five formation cycles were performed at I = C/6 followed by full constant current cycles at
Icharge = C/6 and Idischarge = C/4.

2.7. Cyclic Voltammetry Measurements (CV)

Two electrode cells with inert stainless steel as working, counter, and reference elec-
trodes were used for cyclic voltammetry measurements. Cyclic voltammetry measurements
were performed using a Reference 3000 AE from Gamry, Warminster, PA, USA. Electro-
chemical stability was measured by linear sweep voltammetry. The sampling rate was set
to 0.5 mV/s, and the potential limits were set from −4.3 V to 4.3 V against stainless steel.
In addition, cyclic voltammetry measurements were performed on graphite as a working
electrode and lithium as counter and reference electrode with a sampling rate of 20 µV/s in
a potential range of 0.6 V to 0.01 V.

2.8. Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS)

EIS measurements were performed for graphite/NCM cells. Excitation was applied
galvanostatically with C/50 in a frequency range between f = 10 kHz and f = 10 mHz
at SOC = 50% with a Reference 3000 AE from Gamry, Warminster, PA, USA in an IPP
100 thermal chamber from Memmert, Germany at T = 25 ± 0.1 ◦C. The diameter of the
semicircle was used to define the charge transfer resistance Rct.

2.9. Thermal Abuse Test

The heat-wait-seek (HWS) test was utilized for conducting thermal abuse experiments,
according to the procedure described in [39]. The ES ARC from Thermal Hazard Technology
(Bletchley, UK) was used for this purpose. This device is sensitive enough to accurately
measure the thermal behavior of coin cells with a capacity in the 5 mAh range [40,41]. In
addition, in order to increase the amount of active material and electrolytes, four coin
cells were stacked for the tests. This cell stack has a capacity of around 12 mAh. This test
involved a sequence of heating, waiting, and seeking intervals. The initial heating phase
commenced by directly raising the temperature from the laboratory level to T = 35 ◦C. The
waiting phase allowed for thermal equilibrium to be achieved after each heating step of
5 K. During the seeking phase, the temperatures of two thermocouples were compared,
one placed near the heater and the other near the sample. If a difference in temperature
between these thermocouples was observed, the heating rate was determined. If the
rate exceeded the predefined threshold of 0.02 ◦C/min, self-heating was detected, and
the system switched to a (quasi-)adiabatic mode known as the exotherm mode. In this
mode, heat transfer to the chamber was prevented, enabling the exothermal reaction of the
cell. Consequently, the cell’s temperature continued to rise until either thermal runaway
occurred or the chemicals for the exothermal reaction were depleted. Certain events, such
as venting or endothermal reactions, could halt the self-heating of the cell, prompting
another heating step until the cell became exothermal again or entered thermal runaway.
A more comprehensive description of this experimental procedure can be found in [42].
To avoid damaging the calorimeter, the test was terminated at 300 ◦C if thermal runaway
had not been achieved prior to that point. It was assumed that if the cell had not entered
runaway by this temperature, it was unlikely to do so thereafter. The waiting time between
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heating steps was 20 min. Because of the low capacity of the coin cells, four cells have been
used for each test. The coin cells were taped together with the thermocouple of type E in the
middle of the pack by heat-resistant tape from 3M Industrial Business (Neuss, Germany).
The coin cells were placed in the middle of the calorimeter to provide a uniform heat
transfer between the calorimeter and coin cells. The calibration of the ARC was performed
according to the manufacturer’s recommendation using coin cell dummies with a similar
heat capacity and the same experimental setup. The calibration was followed by a so-called
drift check to ensure successful calibration.

3. Results

Glyceryl tributyrate is presented as an environmentally friendly electrolyte solvent for
lithium-ion cells. Table 1 shows the melting, flash, and boiling point of GTB, EC, EMC, and
DEC. The boiling point, as well as the flashpoint TFP = 174 ◦C of GTB, are nearly 150 K
higher than that of EMC and DEC. The melting point is more than 100 K lower than that of
EC. In addition to the fact that GTB is environmentally friendly, the high flashpoint and the
high boiling point are the main advantages of GTB as a solvent for lithium-ion batteries.

Table 1. Physical properties of GTB [37], EC [43], EMC [13], and DEC [15]. Symbols used: TMP,
melting point; TFP, flashpoint; TBP, boiling point.

TMP (◦C) TFP (◦C) TBP (◦C)

GTB −75 174 287
EC 36 143 248

EMC −55 23.9 101
DEC −43 25 126

The main focus of this study lies in combining GTB with LiTFSI since other conducting
salts are thermally less stable [44,45]. For completeness, further tests were also done with
Lithium hexafluorophosphate (LiPF6). However, it appeared that GTB is not chemically
compatible with LiPF6 as reactions of the solution were observed that resulted in color
changes. Therefore, the combination with LiPF6 will not be further discussed.

3.1. Flashpoint and Conductivity

The flashpoint of the electrolyte is of particular interest in this study. Conventional
electrolytes like LP40 have a flashpoint of about TFP = 37 ◦C [46]. Since lithium-ion
cells easily reach temperatures above T > 50 ◦C during operation, there is a high risk
that inflammable gases escape in case the cell is mechanically damaged. The electrolyte
measured in this study of 1 M LiTFSI dissolved in GTB:EC 85:15 wt. shows a flashpoint
of TFP = 172 ± 1 ◦C according to the norm ISO 3679. Compared to LP40, the flashpoint is
increased by 135 K. By adding 20% diethyl carbonate or ethyl methyl carbonate to GTB-EC,
the flashpoint is reduced to nearly TFP = 50 ± 1 ◦C.

Figure 2 shows the conductivity of the new electrolyte (1 M LiTFSI in GTB:EC 85:15
wt.) at different temperatures between 5 ◦C < T < 60 ◦C. The conductivity of LP40 is about
8 mS/cm at 25 ◦C and is about 16 times higher than that of the GTB-based electrolyte [47].
Therefore, electrolytes with GTB as solvents are considered for applications with low power
density, such as smartphones and other portable devices.
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Figure 2. Conductivity of 1 M LiTFSI in GTB:EC 85:15 at temperatures between 5 ◦C and 60 ◦C.

3.2. Cyclic Voltammetry

The electrochemical stability window of 1 M LiTFSI dissolved in GTB:EC 85:15 was
determined with CV measurements between electrochemical inert stainless steel electrodes
and is presented in Figure 3a. Therefore, the potential of a stainless steel working electrode
connected to the electrolyte against stainless steel was scanned at 0.5 mVs−1. As a reference,
the stability window of LP40 was also measured and is shown in Figure 3b. The GTB-
based electrolyte shows improved electrochemical stability compared to LP40 and seems
stable over the total potential range. At 3.5 V vs. stainless steel, it rises but is still below
2 µA/cm2. The GTB-based electrolyte (a) shows slight signs of oxidation and reduction
at about U = −1.5 V and U = −2.5 V. However, the measured current remains less than
I = 1 µA at these points, and the peaks decrease with progressive cycling. Therefore, these
peaks are assigned to side reactions triggered by impurities.

Figure 3. Electrochemical stability window of (a) 1 M LiTFSI in GTB:EC (85:15 wt) and (b) LP40 (all
with stainless steel as working and counter electrodes). Scan rate 0.5 mVs−1. The electrochemical
stability of LiTFSI in GTB-based electrolyte seems to be improved compared to LP40.

3.3. Life Cycle Test

The lithium salt concentration of 1 M LiTFSI seems to dissolve entirely in GTB. How-
ever, in a cell with NCM as the positive electrode and graphite as the negative electrode with
LiTFSI in GTB, the Coulombic efficiency of the life cycle test was only about ηcoul = 10%.
By adding EC, the Coulombic efficiency increased above ηcoul ≥ 90%. Different amounts of
EC between 0% and 50% have been tested. The results are shown in Figure 4a). The best
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result was achieved with the mixture 1 M LiTFSI in GTB:EC (85:15 wt) with a Coulombic
efficiency of ηcoul = 99.6%.

Additives such as EMC and FEC were also investigated. GTB was combined with 15%
EC and various amounts of FEC and EMC with 1 M LiTFSI. However, the addition of FEC
decreased the Coulombic efficiency. The combination with EMC shows comparable results.
The addition of EMC is not suitable for the objective of this study because the flashpoint of
EMC is only TFP = 24 ◦C. Therefore, it was not investigated further. The results are shown
in Figure 4b). Here, the combination of 1 M LiTFSI in GTB with 15% EC (green) is used
as reference.
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Figure 4. Cycling performance of a graphite/NCM cell with (a): 1 M LiTFSI in GTB:EC (0% 5
proportion of EC 5 50%), (b): 1 M LiTFSI in GTB:EC:(FEC or EMC) with a fixed amount of 15% EC.
The solution of GTB:EC (85:15 wt) of Figure (a) is used as a reference. First, three formation cycles
were performed at C-rate C/10 followed by five cycles at C/6. After that, the cell was charged and
discharged at C-rate Icharge = C/6 and Idischarge = C/4 at T = 25 ◦C.

Figure 5 shows the results of substituting GTB with DEC or DMC compared to the
reference electrolyte (green line) with 1 M LiTFSI in GTB:EC (85:15 wt). All electrolytes
contain 15% EC.

Figure 5. Cycling performance of a graphite/NCM cell with 1 M LiTFSI in GTB:EC:(DEC or DMC)
electrolyte. Each electrolyte contains 15% EC. GTB was partially substituted by DMC or DEC. First,
three formation cycles were performed at C-rate C/10 followed by five cycles at C/6. After that, the
cell was charged and discharged at C-rate Icharge = C/6 and Idischarge = C/4 at T = 25 ◦C.
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A higher capacity was taken by adding DMC at the beginning of the measurement.
However, the cells show accelerated aging, which is why DMC is unsuitable for this
electrolyte. The addition of DEC also significantly increases the removable capacity. DEC
also shows higher aging than the reference consisting of GTB:EC (85:15 wt), but it is
more stable than the DMC-based electrolyte. Like EMC, DEC has a very low flashpoint
of TFP = 25 ◦C. Since this work aims to increase the flashpoint, the addition of DEC is
not targeted.

Figure 6 shows the cycling test results of a graphite/NCM cell. The left figure shows
the electrolyte formulation with 1 M LiTFSI in GTB:EC (85:15 wt), and the right figure
shows LP40 as a state-of-the-art reference. First, three cycles were performed at a C-rate of
C/10, followed by five cycles at C/6 for formation processes. After that, full cycles were
done at a C-rate of Icharge = C/6 and Idischarge = C/4 for the GTB-based electrolyte and
C/2 for LP40 at T = 25 ◦C.
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Figure 6. Cycling performance of graphite/NCM cells with left: 1 M LiTFSI in GTB:EC (85:15 wt)
and right: LP40 as electrolyte at T = 25 ◦C. First, formation cycles were performed at low at C-rate
followed by full cycles at C-rate Icharge = C/6 and Idischarge = C/4 (left) and C/2 (right).

For both electrolytes, the Coulombic efficiency achieved was ηcoul > 99.6%. As
mentioned earlier, the conductivity of the GTB-based electrolyte is an order of magnitude
lower than that of LP40. Therefore, the applied C-rate is lower for the GTB-based electrolyte.
The cycle performance of the two electrolytes is comparable. Further cycle life tests were
performed with the GTB-based electrolyte at different temperatures. Figure 7 shows the
reversible capacity C and Coulombic efficiency ηcoul at constant ambient temperatures
of left: Tamb = 10 ◦C and right: Tamb = 40 ◦C. The measurements were performed
as before with constant current charge/discharge. The C-rates were Icharge = C/6 and
Idischarge = C/4.

The efficiency of both cells was over ηcoul > 99%. At an ambient temperature of
Tamb = 10 ◦C, it took approx. thirty-five cycles for the usable capacity to reach its maximum.
This was approx. C = 120 mAh/g and thus corresponds to approx. 80% of the capacity
available at T = 25 ◦C. The lifetime test at T = 40 ◦C is comparable to the results of the
T = 25 ◦C measurement from Figure 6, with the usable capacity CT=40 ◦C being about 10%
higher than at CT=25 ◦C. This is due to the temperature-dependent conductivity. As shown
in Figure 2, the conductivity ηT=40 ◦C is almost doubled compared to ηT=25 ◦C. As a result
of the lower overvoltages, the voltage limits are reached later, and more charge can be
converted. The charge-discharge profile of the second formation cycle of graphite/NCM
cells with 1 M LiTFSI in GTB:EC (85:15 wt, blue) or LP40 (black) at T = 25 ◦C at C-rate
C/10 are presented in Figure 8.
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Figure 7. Cycling performance of graphite/NCM cells with 1 M LiTFSI in GTB:EC (85:15 wt) as
electrolyte at left: T = 10 ◦C and right: T = 40 ◦C. The cells were cycled at C-rate Icharge = C/6 and
Idischarge = C/4.

Figure 8. Charge-discharge curves of the second formation cycle of graphite/NCM cells with 1 M
LiTFSI in GTB:EC (85:15 wt) and LP40 at T = 25 ◦C at C-rate C/10.

As expected from the conductivity measurement, the cell with the GTB-based elec-
trolyte shows a higher voltage offset than the LP40 electrolyte due to the lower conductivity
of GTB. Due to the overvoltage, the end-of-charge voltage is reached earlier for the GTB
cell than for the LP40 cell. Since no constant voltage charging was performed, the graphite
is not completely lithiated, which is why the voltage drops significantly during the be-
ginning of the discharge. Apart from the voltage offset, the curves are very similar. The
different conductivities are also reflected in the EIS measurements. The EIS measurements
for graphite/NCM cells with LP40 (blue) and the GTB-based electrolyte (red) are shown in
the Nyquist plot in Figure 9.

The ohmic resistance R0 of LP40 is R0 = 2 mΩ cm−2, while the R0 of the GTB-based
electrolyte is R0 = 20 mΩ cm−2, which is an order of magnitude higher. One of the reasons
for this is the poorer conductivity of LiTFSI compared to LiPF6 [44,48]. The charge transfer
resistance (Rct) of LP40 is roughly Rct = 1 mΩ cm−2, the Rct of the GTB-based electrolyte
is eight times higher with roughly Rct = 8 mΩ cm−2. One reason could be poor negative
electrode passivation and the corrosion of the aluminum current collector at the positive
electrode by LiTFSI [49]. Figure 10 shows the cyclic voltammogram of a graphite/lithium
cell with 1 M LiTFSI in GTB:EC (85:15 wt). The first three cycles in the range between
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0.6 V and 0.01 V are reported. The first cycle shows a different behavior than the following
cycles, which is assigned to the decomposition of EC, leading to the SEI formation on the
graphite surface. The voltammogram of the second and third cycles shows that the Li-ion
insertion process is highly reversible. Fluctuations in the voltage curve are visible during
the deintercalation of the graphite electrode. These are attributed to the chemical instability
of GTB against metallic lithium.
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Figure 9. Nyquist plot of graphite/NCM cells with LP40 (blue) and 1 M LiTFSI in GTB:EC (85:15 wt,
red) at T = 25 ◦C.
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Figure 10. Cyclic voltammogram of 1 M LiTFSI in GTB:EC (85:15 wt) in a graphite/lithium cell. The
cycles are shown in the potential range between 0.6 V and 0.01 V.

Figure 11 shows the discharge capacity and the potential profiles at different tempera-
tures between T = 10 ◦C and T = 70 ◦C. At 10 ◦C, the discharge capacity is reduced due
to the reduced conductivity. The temperature range most suitable for this electrolyte is
30 ◦C < T < 40 ◦C. At temperatures between 50 ◦C < T < 70 ◦C, the capacity decreases
slightly, but it is still above 95% of the total capacity.
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Figure 11. Voltage profiles at different temperatures of a graphite/NCM cell with 1 M LiTFSI in
GTB:EC (85:15 wt) electrolyte.

Figure 12 shows the discharge capacity and the potential profiles at different C-rates.
The applied currents were C/10, C/5, C/3, C/2 and 0.75C. At a current rate of 0.75C, the
usable capacity dropped to 65% of the initial capacity.
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Figure 12. C-rate performance of a graphite/NCM cell with 1 M LiTFSI in GTB:EC (85:15 wt)
electrolyte at T = 25 ◦C in the potential range of 2.5–4.2 V. The applied currents were C/10, C/5, C/3,
C/2 and 0.75C.

3.4. Thermal Abuse Test

To analyze the thermal safety of the new electrolyte, thermal abuse measurements
were performed using the heat-wait-seek test in an accelerating rate calorimeter. For this
purpose, graphite/NCM coin cells of the CR2016 format with LP40 or the GTB-based
electrolyte (1 M LiTFSI in GTB:EC 85:15) were produced and investigated. The SoC of
all cells was at 100%. The cells were heated in ∆T = 5 ◦C steps and observed during a
20 min waiting period to see if exothermic reactions occurred. The results are presented
in Figure 13. The figure on the left shows the results of the LP40 electrolyte. At approx.
T = 170 ◦C, a clear temperature increase can be seen. This temperature increase indicates
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exothermic reactions in the cells, which possibly leads to thermal runaway for cells with
higher capacity.

Figure 13. Thermal abuse data in graphite/NCM cells with left: LP40 and right: 1 M LiTFSI in
GTB:EC (85:15). From approx. T = 170 ◦C, a clear temperature increase can be seen in the LP40 cell,
which indicates exothermic reactions in the cells. No exothermic behavior can be seen with the new
GTB-based electrolyte.

The graph to the right of Figure 13 shows the results for the GTB-based electrolyte.
Exothermic reactions or a thermal runaway is not discernible. It is likely that reactions
and exothermic processes occur within the cells during heating up to T = 300 ◦C, but the
thermal energy released is too low to trigger the exothermal mode of the ARC or even a
thermal runaway.

4. Discussion

The solution mixture of 1 M LiTFSI in GTB:EC 85:15 wt was developed as a suitable
electrolyte composition for lithium-ion cells. The addition of other solvents (DEC, DMC,
EMC, and FEC) can lead to an improvement in conductivity, but this is accompanied by a
reduction in flashpoints. The combination of FEC and DMC also reduces the cyclic stability.
The conducting salt LiPF6 appears to be chemically incompatible with GTB. However, the
conductive salt LiTFSI is preferred anyway since it decomposes at temperatures above
T ≈ 300 ◦C [45]. The solvent GTB is not harmful to the environment and is flame retardant;
its flashpoint is at T ≈ 174 ◦C. The flashpoint of the GTB:EC electrolyte was measured
to T ≈ 172 ◦C, which is significantly higher than that of LP40 (T ≈ 37 ◦C). Cycle life
measurements of an NCM/graphite cell at a current of Icharge = C/6 and Idischarge = C/4
give a Coulombic efficiency of 99.6%.

At ambient temperature, the conductivity of GTB is by one order of magnitude lower
than that of LP40 but by nearly two orders of magnitudes higher than the conductivity of
some solid-state electrolytes. Unlike solid electrolytes such as polyethylene oxide, GTB-
based systems do not have to be heated to T = 60 ◦C but can also be operated at low
temperatures. Compared to conventional liquid electrolytes, the GTB-based electrolyte is
more suitable for applications where the power density is less than C/4. In low-power
applications, GTB shows some advantages. Based on the cyclic voltammetry measurement,
the electrochemical stability of the GTB-based electrolyte seems to be improved compared
to LP40. The thermal abuse tests clearly show an improvement in the thermal safety of the
new electrolyte compared to the standard LP40 electrolyte, as no exothermic reactions or
thermal runaway was observed in cells with an SoC of 100%. Even at temperatures up to
T = 300 ◦C, no intense exothermic heat release, which might lead to thermal runaway, was
observed. Since the electrolyte exhibits stable behavior at ambient temperatures of 30 ◦C
to 40 ◦C degrees, its conductivity increases with rising temperature, and its exceptionally
high flashpoint makes it difficult to ignite, it is particularly suitable for high-temperature
applications.
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5. Conclusions

In this study, we investigated Glyceryl tributyrate as a novel electrolyte solvent for
lithium-ion cells. The main advantages of GTB are that it is not harmful to the environment
and its flashpoint of TFP = 174 ◦C, as well as the boiling point of TBP = 287 ◦C are approx.
150 K higher than that of EMC and DEC. The melting point of GTB (TMP = −75 ◦C) is
more than 100 K lower than that of EC and, therefore, also suitable for applications at low
temperatures. Based on the cyclic voltammetry measurement, the studied electrolyte of 1 M
LiTFSI in GTB:EC (85:15 wt.) shows improved electrochemical stability compared to the
reference electrolyte LP40. The flashpoint of this mixture was measured to TFP = 172 ◦C.
No exothermic heat release or thermal runaway were observed during thermal abuse
tests. In graphite/NCM cells, the Coulombic efficiency is above ηcoul = 99.6%. Thus GTB
combined with EC and LiTFSI represents a great step forward in terms of the thermal safety
of lithium-ion cells, especially in the field of high-temperature applications.
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